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EDITORIAL COMMENT

Glucose-Lowering Therapies in
Patients With Concomitant
Diabetes Mellitus and Heart Failure
Finding the “Sweet Spot”*
Javed Butler, MD, MPH, MBA,a Muthiah Vaduganathan, MD, MPHb
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RATIONALE FOR STUDYING HF WITH
NOVEL GLUCOSE-LOWERING THERAPIES
There is a clear rationale and an unmet clinical need
to study the intersection between T2DM and HF

tant cardiovascular beneﬁts in an overall high-risk
cohort of patients with T2DM but may have limited
(or even adverse) effects on clinical stability in
patients with established HF (e.g., liraglutide).

DIABETES MELLITUS AND HF:
A COMPLEX DEADLY COMBINATION
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found a U-shaped relationship between glycated he-

tion after 1 year of treatment with vildagliptin
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dagliptin did however experience increased left
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ventricular volumes over time. There were also

were associated with excess risk. Furthermore, short-

numerically higher deaths (8.6% vs. 3.2%, respec-

term interval change in HbA 1c (either increase or

tively), cardiovascular hospitalizations (14.8% vs.

decrease of >1%) was associated with worse prog-

11.2%, respectively), and hospitalizations for HF

nosis (2). These data are subject to a number of limi-

(10.2% vs. 8.0%, respectively) in the vildagliptin arm

tations inherent in the study design, including

compared with the placebo arm, but the overall

identiﬁcation of HF based on electronic administra-

number of these clinical events was low, and the

tive records (which is known to be subject to variable

study was not powered to assess cardiovascular

accuracy [4]), lack of characterization of HF, and use

safety. The drug improved glycemic control (reduc-

of all-cause rather than cardiovascular or HF-speciﬁc
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placebo) without other major side effects (3).
Despite its modest size, this study rigorously and
SEE PAGES 8 AND 18

uniquely collected granular details regarding HF

Despite these limitations, this large, representative
study highlights several important ﬁndings. Patients
with incident HF, especially those with pre-existing
T2DM diagnosed prior to development of HF, face a
malignant course with >50% mortality during a median follow-up of 2.6 years. Consistent with temporal
changes in other cardiometabolic parameters (5),
ﬂuctuation of glycemic status may be deleterious,
although the causality of such association is uncertain. Indeed, patients with established HF at high-risk
for clinical events may be prone to hypoglycemic
events. The safe development of therapies targeting
T2DM in patients with prevalent HF must be achieved
while limiting untoward effects of glucose lowering.
Finally, short-term decreases in HbA1c and deescalation

of

glucose-lowering

therapies,

likely

reﬂecting progressive systemic illness and clinical
worsening,

were

unsurprisingly

associated

with

adverse outcomes. This disconnect between glycemic
indices and clinical outcomes in high-risk patients
emphasizes the role of exploring therapeutic pathways beyond optimizing glycemic status alone in this
population.

functional class, ventricular function, and baseline
HF therapies that have been previously poorly characterized regarding this class of glucose-lowering
therapies. In fact, large cardiovascular outcome trials of saxagliptin, alogliptin, and sitagliptin have
enrolled only a fraction of patients with HF at baseline and poorly deﬁne these elements. It is however
important to recognize that VIVIDD was not a
conventional cardiovascular safety trial; it focused
instead on ventricular function. Given uncertain
risks of HF with the use of DPP-4 inhibitors, this trial
provides initial data regarding the stability of left
ventricular ejection fraction but also raises concerns
regarding increased left ventricular volumes and
potentially higher clinical event rates with vildagliptin. The clinical signiﬁcance of these signals
will need to be further clariﬁed in larger studies
of DPP-4 inhibitors in patients with T2DM and
established HF.

LOOKING BACK BEFORE MOVING FORWARD
Novel glucose-lowering therapies offer great promise
to improve cardiovascular health in patients with or at

EXPANDING CARDIOVASCULAR SAFETY

risk for HF. Prior to widespread adoption, especially in

ASSESSMENT TO INCLUDE HF

older, higher risk, and more medically comorbid patients, we must ensure complete understanding of the

Also featured in this issue, McMurray et al. (3) present

therapeutic effects of these drugs. Multiple studies

the placebo-controlled, double-blind, early-phase

are now underway to deﬁne the safety and efﬁcacy

VIVIDD (Vildagliptin in Ventricular Dysfunction Dia-

proﬁle of glucose-lowering therapies in patients

betes) trial evaluating the DPP-4 inhibitor vildagliptin

with established HF, including in the signiﬁcant and

in patients with T2DM and HF with reduced ejection

clinically important subset with HF with preserved

fraction. The trial enrolled 254 patients from 67 global

ejection

fraction

(6).
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mechanistic data similar to VIVIDD should focus on

events,

in-depth patient proﬁling with cardiovascular bio-

represent

markers,

to characterize this high-risk subset with T2DM and

myocardial

parameters,

structural

hemodynamics,

and

and

functional

cardiometabolic

including

hypoglycemia.

important

steps

to

These

studies

further

efforts

HF and to optimize their cardiometabolic health.

indices to understand the pathobiology underlying
T2DM and HF and the beneﬁcial and harmful thera-
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